We’re Dementia UK – the specialist dementia nurse charity

Every three minutes someone in the UK develops dementia – a diagnosis that can be devastating for the whole family. Too often, people struggle to know where to turn and are left feeling exhausted, overwhelmed and alone.

That’s where our specialist dementia nurses – known as Admiral Nurses – come in. Every day, Admiral Nurses help families up and down the country to have the best life possible for as long as possible. From sharing practical tips for caring to offering compassionate emotional support, they are there when people need them most.

For many families, they are a lifeline – but there are still thousands of people who desperately need our support.

We need you to help ensure that every family facing dementia has the life-changing support of an Admiral Nurse.

With your help, no one will have to face dementia alone. Find out more about our Admiral Nurses and services we provide at dementiauk.org